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     The FCC has hiked the current $16.10 vanity call sign fee to $21.60 for the 10-year license 
term. The $5.30 increase represents the largest vanity fee hike in many years.  Many of you 
may not be familiar with this program.
     A Vanity call sign is a special Amateur Radio call sign specifically chosen by a person or 
club who is currently an Amateur Radio licensee (similar in purpose to Vanity license plates 
on cars).  Newly licensed individuals and newly licensed clubs cannot get a Vanity call sign as
their first call sign. A Vanity call sign can only be obtained in exchange (traded in) for an 
existing call.
     The FCC offers amateur licensees the opportunity to request a specific call sign for a 
primary station and for a club station. A call sign is selected by the FCC from a list of call 
signs requested by the licensee or license trustee.  The call sign must be a vacant and valid call 
sign, and consistent with the license class of the requestor.  More on this later.. 
     Why? -  A licensee may want a new call sign that contains his initials, parts of names, 
hobbies, etc, may be a shorter call, easier characters to say or send on CW, or have repetitive 
characters (e.g., W1AAA).  Also, a licensee may want to assume the call sign of a close 
relative who has passed away.  Lastly, a ham who upgrades to a higher class of license may 
want a new call sign that reflects the higher class.
     What does this mean?  - The FCC has four groups of license formats, A, B, C, and D, with 
differing numbers of characters in the prefix and suffix.  For example:
    Group A, available only to Amateur Extra class licensees has a 1x2 format  (e.g. W6AB) or 
2x1 format (WA6B)
    Group B, Advance Class, has a 2x2 format (e.g. KE6FX)
    Group C, General or Technician Class, has a 1x3 format (e.g. K6ABC)
    Group D, Novice or Club Stations, has a 2x3 format (e.g. KA6ABC)
    Your initial call sign is assigned sequentially by the FCC and is based on your license class 
group and geographical region.  When all call signs in any region-group list are exhausted, the 
selection is made from the next lower group.  That is why new Technician or General licensees
in Utah are assigned 2x3 calls, like KE7ABC instead of K7ABC. 
     If your call sign does not reflect your license class, you may use the Vanity call sign system
to choose something different.  There are restrictions to your choices.  Your call sign choice 
must have been vacant for 2 years  (an exception is made for close relatives).  You may choose
a region number that’s different from your location (e.g. a 7-land licensee may find a vacant 1-
land call he prefers).  Certain prefixes and suffixes, however, are not available.  For example, 
KL7xxx is only available to Alaska licensees, KH6 only available to Hawaii. 
   
  For a complete listing of the restrictions and the program in general, see:
http://www.arrl.org/vanity-call-signs  .   The ARRL website has links to databases that can help 
you find apparently available call signs.  You may submit a list of up to 25 choices from most 
to least desirable to the FCC, in case your choice is actually assigned or restricted.  For a 
complete description of Amateur License Groups, see:  
http://wireless.fcc.gov/services/index.htm?job=call_signs_1&id=amateur
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